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(57) ABSTRACT 
A ?oor covering includes a primary backing having yarns 
tufted through the primary backing forming Wear surface 
portions comprised of the back stitches of the tufted yarns in 
conjunction With non-tufted areas of the primary backing, 
also forming exposed Wear surfaces. Both exposed Wear 
surfaces portions form an aesthetic design pattern Whereby 
a 10W, dense broadloom or modular carpet is provided at 
reduced materials and costs. Preferably, the primary backing 
is comprised of a Woven polypropylene and a secondary 
backing is provided With the cut or loop yarns on the back 
side of the primary backing being ?xed in place by a resin. 
A secondary backing formed of a composition of EVA, 
calcium carbonate and resin, overlaid by a Woven scrim, is 
provided. The secondary backing may be formed of a 
needle-bonded synthetic ?ber. Additionally, the primary 
backing may be formed of a non-Woven material such as 
nylon and polyester. 
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SOFTWARE, DEVICES AND METHODS 
FACILITATING EXECUTION OF SERVER-SIDE 

APPLICATIONS AT MOBILE DEVICES 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] The present invention relates to coverings and 
particularly to tufted broadloom carpet and/or modular car 
pet, i.e., carpet tiles or roll tile Wherein the Wear surface of 
the covering includes exposed patterned portions of the 
primary backing and backstitches of the tufts having 
complementary aesthetic design characteristics. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] One form of conventional covering is tufted broad 
loom roll carpet or modular carpet, i.e., carpet tiles or roll 
tile, hereafter generically referred to as carpet or covering. 
The terms carpet or covering are meant to embrace carpet 
applied to a ?oor, Wall or ceiling. A principal and inherent 
de?ciency in a carpet, particularly in commercial facilities, 
resides in the declining appearance retention of the aesthetic 
features of the carpet over long periods of use. For example, 
in commercial facilities, as Well as in homes, carpet pile 
located adjacent doorWays or high traf?c areas quickly mats 
doWn With very noticeable adverse changes in appearance. 
Another example is conventional carpet used in locations 
Where Wheels and/or casters for chairs, carts and other items 
are frequently used. The appearance of the carpet in such 
areas degrades rapidly. It Will be appreciated that carpet 
construction made to conventional levels typically sacri?ces 
other desirable attributes such as comfort under foot or 
sound absorption and oftentimes a lack of aesthetic charac 
teristics. Also, carpet Which is over-engineered and over 
designed to accommodate those high-use and high-traf?c 
areas is concomitantly over-designed in areas of less traf?c 
and use. For example, by designing a very high density 
carpet to accommodate high traffic areas by using additional 
pile, not only is the cost of the carpet substantially increased 
by the increased cost of the most expensive part of the 
carpet, i.e., the pile, but also Waste disposal becomes a 
serious problem. Accordingly, there is a need for a carpet 
Which overcomes the foregoing de?ciencies and yet pro 
vides an aesthetically pleasing appearance at loW cost. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] According to a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, the burden of the Wear surface of a tufted 
carpet constructed in accordance With the present invention 
is in part transferred to the primary backing surface Which 
carpet pile normally obscures. The primary backing for a 
tufted pile carpet typically serves as a support for the pile 
rather than to impart any aesthetics to the carpet. In most 
carpets, the primary backing is totally obscured by the pile 
and plays no role in the aesthetic design of the carpet. In a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention, hoWever, a 
tufted carpet is provided in Which the backstitches of the 
tufts and exposed portions of the primary backing are 
presented as the Wear surface. That is, both the backstitches 
of the tufts and primary backing portions in selected discrete 
areas of the carpet, respectively, are exposed as discrete parts 
of the Wear surface. The exposed portions of the primary 
backing thus also form an aesthetic part of the carpet Wear 
surface in conjunction With other portions of the Wear 
surface of the carpet formed by the backstitches of the tufts 
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exposed on one side of the primary backing. Because 
signi?cant portions of the carpet Wear surface comprise the 
exposed primary backing, the primary backing is not only 
provided With aesthetic considerations but is also formed 
With an ultraviolet stabiliZer to alleviate the destructive 
effect of the sun’s ultraviolet rays. 

[0004] The preferred primary backing according to the 
invention is made of Woven polypropylene tape yarns or 
multi-?lament yarns, although other materials of construc 
tion, such as nylon or polyester or other polyole?ns such as 
polyethylene may be used. Other yarn forms may also be 
used and other fabric forms, including Warp knitted, Weft 
insertion and non-Woven or stitch-bonded may also be used. 

[0005] The carpet hereof is thus characteriZed in part by 
the tight, dense and exposed backstitches of the tufts along 
portions of the Wear surface of the primary backing in 
conjunction With portions of the primary backing Which are 
likeWise exposed as Wear surfaces and Which do not have 
any tufted yarns therethrough. It Will be appreciated that the 
use of tufted yarns in only portions of the carpet and 
exposing the remaining portions of the primary backing, i.e., 
untufted areas, as part of the Wear surface has the concomi 
tant bene?t of requiring less surface pile material, reduced 
costs and reduced disposal concerns at the end of the 
carpet’s useful life. Moreover, the resulting carpet has a 
dense loW-pro?le surface, Which retains its textile aesthetics 
and enables rolling traf?c such as beds, chairs, cleaning 
equipment and the like to move over the carpet Without 
substantial degradation in the appearance of the carpet. The 
carpet is also much lighter than conventional tufted carpet. 

[0006] To form the carpet hereof, a primary backing is 
tufted in a conventional manner and at selected areas along 
the primary backing. Rather than forming cut or continuous 
loops along the Wear surface of the carpet, the tufted primary 
backing is inverted such that the backstitches of the tufts 
form portions of the Wear surface. A resin is applied to the 
back side of the primary backing, Which noW contains either 
the cut or loop yarns to retain the cut or loop yarns in place 
on the back side of the primary backing. Thus, all of the cut 
or loop yarns on the back side of the primary backing are 
encapsulated by the resin. A hot melt composition is then 
applied over the resin. Preferably, the hot melt composition 
comprises a mixture of EVA, calcium carbonate and a resin, 
a mixture knoWn in the trade as Unibond® backing. Addi 
tionally, While the hot melt is still in a liquid or plastic 
condition, a secondary backing, preferably a Woven polypro 
pylene scrim, is applied to the melt composition. The carpet 
construction is then moved across a chill table to solidify the 
Unibond® layer. Consequently, the Woven polypropylene 
scrim forms the back side of the carpet Which is then applied 
to the ?oor surface, for example, by an adhesive. 

[0007] Instead of the secondary backing of Woven 
polypropylene scrim, a needle-bonded synthetic ?ber back 
ing may be applied to the resin and Unibond® layer over 
lying the cut or loop yarn. The needle-bonded synthetic ?ber 
is preferably a mixture of nylon and minor amounts of 
polypropylene, both of Which are preferably recycled ?bers 
from other manufacturing streams. Thus, the needle-bonded 
nylon and polypropylene ?bers are homogeniZed and 
applied to the back side of the primary Which is saturated 
With the resin ?xing the cut or loop yarns in place. Of course, 
the needle-bonded nylon and polypropylene can be formed 
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of original nylon and polypropylene Without any Waste 
content or mixtures of neW and Waste nylon and polypro 
pylene ?bers may be used. This type of secondary backing 
affords a dense coherent cushion fabric providing comfort 
underfoot, acoustic control and thermal insulation. 

[0008] As a further alternative, and in lieu of the Woven 
polypropylene primary backing, a non-Woven primary back 
ing, particularly useful for modular carpeting, may be pro 
vided. This primary backing may be formed of a mixture of 
nylon and polyester ?bers, cut or chopped, miXed together 
and passed betWeen a pair of heated rolls to form a ?at sheet 
of the composite structure. The composite sheet may be 
tufted and provides a more dimensionally stable primary 
backing than Woven polypropylene. This ensures carpet 
stability, particularly When used for modular carpets. While 
the non-Woven primary backing may be used With either the 
Unibond® material and Woven polypropylene scrim as a 
secondary backing or the needle-bonded synthetic ?ber 
secondary backing, the non-Woven backing is not essential 
or necessary for use in the manufacture of broadloom carpet. 
For modular carpeting, hoWever, Where high stability is 
required, the non-Woven primary backing formed of the 
tufted sheet of nylon and polyester ?bers may have a 
secondary backing, including a PVC precoat, to encapsulate 
the tufted ?bers and maintain the tufted ?bers in place. A 
main coat having a heavier PVC content and also a ?berglass 
stabiliZer layer may be added for further stability. 

[0009] In a preferred embodiment according to the present 
invention, there is provided a covering for a ?oor, Wall or 
ceiling surface comprising a primary backing in part 
eXposed on one side of the covering for forming discrete 
Wear surface portions of a Wear surface of the covering, a 
plurality of yarns tufted into the primary backing along 
remaining parts of the primary backing forming cut or loop 
yarns on a back side of the primary backing remote from the 
Wear surface, leaving a plurality of backstitches of the tufted 
yarns along and forming remaining portions of the Wear 
surface and a resin ?xing the cut or loop pile tufted yarn 
along the back side of the primary backing, the backstitches 
and the primary backing portions eXposed along the Wear 
surface having aesthetic characteristics distinguished from 
one another. 

[0010] In a further preferred embodiment according to the 
present invention, there is provided a covering for a ?oor, 
Wall or ceiling surface comprising a Woven primary backing 
having tufted and non-tufted portions on one side thereof 
eXposed for forming discrete Wear surface portions of a Wear 
surface of the covering, the tufted portions including a 
plurality of yarns tufted into the primary backing and formed 
of cut or loop yarns on a back side of the primary backing 
remote from the Wear surface, leaving a plurality of back 
stitches of the tufted yarns along and forming part of the 
Wear surface and a resin ?Xing the cut or loop tufted yarns 
along the back side of the primary backing, the non-tufted 
portions comprising Warp and Weft yarns of the primary 
backing, the tufted and non-tufted portions of the primary 
backing eXposed along the Wear surface having aesthetic 
characteristics distinguished from one another. If desired, a 
protective coating may be applied to the Wear surface side of 
the primary backing to enhance Wear life. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] FIG. 1 is a schematic cross-sectional vieW of a 
covering constructed in accordance With a preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention; 

[0012] FIGS. 2 and 3 are vieWs similar to FIG. 1 illus 
trating further embodiments of the present invention; 

[0013] FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW illustrating the Wear 
surface of a section of a covering constructed in accordance 
With the present invention; and 

[0014] FIG. 5 is a plan vieW of another style of the 
covering hereof. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

[0015] Referring noW to the draWings, particularly to FIG. 
1, there is illustrated a covering, generally designated 10, 
constructed in accordance With a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. The covering 10 includes a Woven 
polypropylene primary backing 12 Which is tufted in a 
conventional manner by passing teXtured or unteXtured 
continuous ?lament or spun yarns 14 through the Woven 
backing, forming looped yarns 16 along the underside of the 
primary backing 12. The tufting process is conventional and 
any type of ?ber may be utiliZed for the yarn being tufted, 
for eXample, a polyester, polyole?n, polylactic acid or nylon, 
as desired. Moreover, While tufted continuous loop yarns 16 
are illustrated on the back side of the primary backing 12, it 
Will be appreciated that the loops or loop yarns 16 may 
comprise cut pile yarns along the back side of the primary 
backing 12. For reasons Which Will become clear, the Woven 
primary backing also has an ultraviolet (UV) stabiliZer to 
protect against the degrading effect of ultraviolet rays. That 
is, the primary backing is formed preferably of a Woven 
polypropylene With a UV stabiliZer added during extrusion 
of the polypropylene yarn forming the primary backing. 

[0016] A resin 18 is applied along the back side of the 
primary backing and coats, encapsulates and saturates the 
loops 16 to lock the loop yarns in place. A Unibond® 
backing or coating is then applied over the resin-coated, 
continuous loop yarns 16. The Unibond® coating 20 com 
prises a miXture of ethylvinyl acetate (EVA), calcium car 
bonate and a resin. The Unibond® coating is applied as a hot 
melt composition over the resin 18. While the hot melt is still 
in a liquid or plastic condition, a secondary backing, pref 
erably a Woven polypropylene scrim 22, is applied to the 
Unibond® coating 20. The carpet construction is then 
passed over a chill table to set and solidify the Unibond® 
coating and secure the secondary backing 22 in the carpet 
construction. The secondary backing 22 provides integrity 
and dimensional stability to the covering. 

[0017] From a revieW of FIG. 1, it Will be appreciated that 
the backstitches 28 of the tufted yarns 14 are eXposed 
through the primary backing 12 and form part of the Wear 
surface. Moreover, each backstitch 28 is tufted tightly such 
that it is in substantial continuous contact With the Woven 
polypropylene primary backing 12 for the entirety of its 
length eXposed through the primary backing 12 on the Wear 
surface. 

[0018] Referring noW to FIGS. 4 and 5, there are illus 
trated tWo different styles of covering construction and 
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Which are considered representative of a multitude of dif 
ferent styles of covering according to the present invention. 
Aprincipal aspect of the present invention resides in the use 
of the primary backing as part of the Wear surface of the 
covering. In FIG. 4, the covering style illustrated comprises 
a diagonally extending pattern of hexagons formed by the 
tufted yarns 14. Portions 24 of the primary backing 12 lie 
exposed on and form part of the Wear side of the covering. 
Backstitches 28 of the tufted yarns 14 form other or remain 
ing parts of the Wear surface of the covering. Thus, the 
non-tufted portions 24 of the primary backing 12 and the 
tufted portions of the yarns 14, e.g., the backstitches 28, 
form a complementary pattern along the Wear surface of the 
covering. In this exemplary embodiment, the yarns 14 bound 
hexagonal areas of the primary backing 12 exposed as part 
of the Wear surface. The tufted yarns 14 in this embodiment 
may comprise cut or continuous loop yarns. Because the 
primary backing portions 24 are exposed as part of the Wear 
surface for the covering, the primary backing is exposed to 
ultraviolet rays. Accordingly, the ?bers, ?lm yarns or multi 
?laments forming the yarns of the primary backing, prefer 
ably polypropylene, are extruded With a UV stabiliZer. This 
precludes degradation of the exposed portions of the primary 
backing due to sunlight. 

[0019] It Will be appreciated that the pattern of the cov 
ering illustrated in FIG. 4, i.e., a checkerboard pattern of 
non-tufted primary backing exposed as part of the Wear 
surface and tufted primary backing With the backstitches 
exposed as part of the Wear surface is illustrative only and 
that the present invention may be carried forward in a 
multitude of different styles and pattern constructions With a 
variety of aesthetic characteristics. For example, as illus 
trated in FIG. 5, the primary backing 12b contains a tufted 
pattern of roWs of tufts 14b separated one from the other by 
roWs of non-tufted primary backing, both exposed as the 
Wear surface of the carpet. While many different patterns can 
be obtained by tufting portions of the primary backing and 
omitting tufting on other portions of the primary backing, it 
Will be appreciated that the ?nal result is a covering With 
portions of the primary backing exposed as part of the Wear 
surface and portions of the primary backing containing yarns 
tufted into the primary backing With the backstitches of the 
tufted yarns forming the remaining part of the Wear surface. 
The non-tufted primary backing portion thus forms part of 
the aesthetics of the covering in conjunction With the 
exposed backstitches of the tufted portions of the primary 
backing. Accordingly, the primary backing is preferably 
colored during its formation or thereafter by dyeing, to 
afford, in conjunction With preferably differently colored 
tufting yarns, a pleasing aesthetic appearance. It Will also be 
appreciated that the textures of the Wear surface of the 
covering are considerably different, considering that the 
non-tufted portions and the backstitches of the tufted por 
tions of the primary backing both form discrete parts of the 
Wear surface. 

[0020] The appearance of the present covering is retained 
over a long period of usage. Instead of having exposed 
upstanding pile continuously Worn doWn in high-traf?c areas 
as in conventional tufted carpet, the Wear surface of the 
present covering is provided by the backstitches, Which are 
draWn tightly against the primary backing. Consequently, a 
very dense pile, With little capability for movement, is 
afforded. Moreover, With this construction, the textile char 
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acteristics of the covering, such as multiple colors and 
different textures, are retained. 

[0021] To summariZe the advantageous characteristics of 
the covering hereof, the backstitches of the tufted primary 
backing are presented as a part of the carpet Wear surface, 
together With a carefully designed portion of the primary 
backing With each having a color, texture and pattern form 
ing aesthetic design elements of the covering. The tight, 
dense backstitch is presented as a Wear surface and is both 
attractive and functional. Secondly, the effect of the back 
stitches is to form a loW pile. This has the concomitant 
bene?t of requiring less material in the covering With 
reduced cost and disposal concerns at the end of the prod 
uct’s useful lifetime. Thirdly, the very dense and loW-pro?le 
surface, While retaining its textile aesthetics, facilitates roll 
ing traf?c, With vastly less Work expended in moving the 
traffic and greatly increases lifespan of the rolling traf?c, as 
Well as the covering. Additionally, substantial economies are 
effected in raW material costs in light of the reduced mate 
rials utiliZed in the covering hereof. Moreover, the covering 
is susceptible of a multitude of different patterns, affording 
many different colors and textures. 

[0022] To provide an enhanced cushioning effect, and 
referring to FIG. 2, there is illustrated a Woven primary 
backing 12 tufted With continuous loop yarns 14, Which are 
coated on the underside by a resin 18, similarly as in FIG. 
1. In this form, hoWever, a needle-bonded synthetic ?brous 
and maincoat mat 30 underlies the resin coating 18. The 
needle-bonded synthetic ?bers forming mat 30 may com 
prise nylon and polypropylene in a cut mixture thereof and 
mixed With a resin. Preferably, all, none or a proportion of 
the cut ?bers may be formed from Waste material from other 
carpet manufacturing streams. 

[0023] Referring noW to FIG. 3, and in lieu of a Woven 
polypropylene primary backing 12, there is provided a 
non-Woven primary backing 40, particularly useful for 
modular carpeting, i.e., carpet tiles. The non-Woven primary 
backing is preferably formed of a mixture of nylon and 
polyester ?bers. Those ?bers are reduced and mixed together 
and passed betWeen heated rolls to ?atten the ?bers and form 
a composite ?at sheet structure. The polyester ?bers essen 
tially bond the nylon ?bers to one another. This sheet may 
then be tufted, With either the cut or continuous loop yarns 
14, to form a highly dimensionally stable primary backing. 

[0024] While it is possible to provide the non-Woven 
primary backing With either the Unibond® material and the 
Woven scrim as a secondary backing or the needle-bonded 
synthetic ?ber backing, the non-Woven backing is not nec 
essary for broadloom carpeting. Preferably, and for use in 
modular carpeting, a PVC backing is provided to the non 
Woven primary backing. Particularly, a PVC precoat 42 is 
applied to the tufted yarn loops 14 to trap and lock the loops 
in place along the underside of the non-Woven primary 
backing 40. A main coat 44 of heavier PVC is then applied, 
together With a ?berglass stabiliZer layer for additional 
stability. 

[0025] It Will be appreciated that in all of the foregoing 
constructions, the Wear surface of the covering comprises 
non-tufted exposed primary backing and exposed back 
stitches of tufted yarns formed in an aesthetically pleasing 
pattern of loW, dense ?bers Where the exposed, non-tufted 
primary backing forms part of the aesthetic design element 
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for the Wear surface. It Will also be appreciated that a fabric 
constructed as described above, but modi?ed, can be used as 
Wall or ceiling covering. The modi?cation Would be effected 
by substituting a compound containing a ?ame retardant as 
a backing material in place of the Unibond® backing 
described above. These types of backing compounds are 
commonly available. No secondary backing is mandated in 
this case. 

[0026] While the invention has been described in connec 
tion With What is presently considered to be the most 
practical and preferred embodiment, it is to be understood 
that the invention is not to be limited to the disclosed 
embodiment, but on the contrary, is intended to cover 
various modi?cations and equivalent arrangements included 
Within the spirit and scope of the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A covering for a ?oor, Wall or ceiling surface compris 

ing: 
a primary backing in part exposed on one side of the 

covering for forming discrete Wear surface portions of 
a Wear surface of the covering; 

a plurality of yarns tufted into said primary backing along 
remaining parts of said primary backing forming cut or 
loop yarns on a back side of said primary backing 
remote from said Wear surface, leaving a plurality of 
backstitches of the tufted yarns along and forming 
remaining portions of said Wear surface; and 

a resin ?xing said cut or loop pile tufted yarn along the 
back side of said primary backing; 

said backstitches and said primary backing portions 
exposed along said Wear surface having aesthetic char 
acteristics distinguished from one another. 

2. A covering according to claim 1 Wherein said primary 
backing is formed of a Woven material having an ultraviolet 
stabiliZer. 

3. A covering according to claim 1 Wherein each said 
backstitch extends betWeen a pair of needled openings along 
the Wear surface extending along and in engagement With 
the primary backing throughout substantially the entirety of 
the extent of the backstitch betWeen said openings. 

4. A covering according to claim 1 Wherein said back 
stitches and primary backing portions have different color 
ings to afford different aesthetic effects. 

5. A covering according to claim 1 including an EVA and 
calcium carbonate layer underlying the resin. 

6. A covering according to claim 5 including a secondary 
backing comprising a scrim embedded in the EVA and 
calcium carbonate layer. 

7. A covering according to claim 6 Wherein said scrim 
comprises a Woven polypropylene. 

8. A covering according to claim 1 Wherein the tufted 
yarns are of a continuous loop pile construction. 

9. A covering according to claim 1 Wherein the tufted 
yarns are of a cut loop pile construction. 
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10. Acovering according to claim 1 Wherein said primary 
backing is formed of a Woven material having an ultraviolet 
stabiliZer, said backstitches and primary backing portions 
having different colorings to afford different aesthetic 
effects, an EVA and calcium carbonate layer underlying the 
resin and a secondary backing comprising a scrim embedded 
in the EVA and calcium carbonate layer. 

11. A covering according to claim 10 Wherein said scrim 
comprises a Woven polypropylene, and Wherein the tufted 
yarns are of a continuous loop construction. 

12. A covering according to claim 10 Wherein said scrim 
comprises a Woven polypropylene, and Wherein the tufted 
yarns are of a cut loop construction. 

13. Acovering according to claim 1 including a secondary 
backing underlying said resin and secured to said primary 
backing by said resin, said secondary backing including a 
needle-bonded synthetic ?ber backing. 

14. A covering according to claim 13 Wherein said sec 
ondary backing includes ?bers formed of nylon and polypro 
pylene. 

15. Acovering according to claim 1 Wherein said primary 
backing comprises a non-Woven material formed of syn 
thetic ?bers. 

16. A covering according to claim 15 Wherein said non 
Woven ?ber materials comprise nylon and polyester bonded 
to one another. 

17. A covering according to claim 15 Wherein said resin 
comprises a precoat of polyvinylchloride to ?x the cut or 
loop yarns and a main polyvinylchloride coating having a 
?berglass stabiliZer underlying the precoat. 

18. A covering according to claim 1 Wherein the covering 
comprises broadloom carpeting. 

19. A covering according to claim 1 Wherein the covering 
comprises modular carpeting. 

20. A covering for a ?oor, Wall or ceiling surface com 
prising: 

a Woven primary backing having tufted and non-tufted 
portions on one side thereof exposed for forming 
discrete Wear surface portions of a Wear surface of the 
covering; 

said tufted portions including a plurality of yarns tufted 
into said primary backing and formed of cut or loop 
yarns on a back side of said primary backing remote 
from said Wear surface, leaving a plurality of back 
stitches of the tufted yarns along and forming part of 
said Wear surface; and 

a resin ?xing said cut or loop tufted yarns along the back 
side of said primary backing; 

said non-tufted portions comprising Warp and Weft yarns 
of said primary backing; 

said tufted and non-tufted portions of said primary back 
ing exposed along said Wear surface having aesthetic 
characteristics distinguished from one another. 

* * * * * 


